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Abstract
Grid scheduling is essential to Quality of Service provisioning as well as to efficient management of grid resources. Grid scheduling usually considers the state of the
grid resources as well application demands. However, such demands are generally unknown for highly demanding applications, since these often generate data which will be
transferred during their execution. Without appropriate assessment of these demands,
scheduling decisions can lead to poor performance. Thus, it is of paramount importance
to consider uncertainties in the formulation of a grid scheduling problem. This paper
introduces the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler, a scheduler which considers the demands of
grid applications with such uncertainties. The scheduler uses fuzzy optimization, and
both computational and communication demands are expressed as fuzzy numbers. Its
performance was evaluated, and it was shown to be attractive when communication
requirements are uncertain. Its efficacy is compared, via simulation, to that of a deterministic counterpart scheduler and the results reinforce its adequacy for dealing with
the lack of accuracy in the estimation of communication demands.

1

Introduction

Resource management [1] is fundamental to efficient operation of grid networks as well as
to Quality of Service provisioning of grid applications. To facilitate simultaneous (parallel)
use of computational resources, grid applications are divided into smaller pieces of code,
called tasks and, the scheduling of these tasks to resources is central to efficient service
provisioning. Indeed, effective usage of grid resources is possible only when tasks are properly scheduled [2]. Essentially, scheduling is the decision-making process which matches
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application demands to grid resources, and includes the specification of the specific time at
which these resources should be used to satisfy these demands. Grid resources comprise the
computational capacity of the hosts as well as network bandwidth.
The grid scheduling problem is an NP-hard problem [3], and either heuristics or approximations to obtain schedules in acceptable time frames are employed [4] [5] [6]. Once
tasks are allocated to hosts (grid nodes) according to a schedule, they are executed until
all have been completed. However, due to the lack of ownership of resources, availability
can change dynamically as a function of other loads on the grid [7] [8], making the original
schedule sub-optimal. In this paper, what is meant by uncertainty is the lack of assurance
of a definite value. Uncertainties of schedule input values can result from many reasons such
as fluctuation of resource availability, imprecise measurement tools and incapacity of estimating the true demand of applications which, in certain cases, are known only at execution
time.
One approach for solutions to deal with such a dynamic environment is the implementation of a self-adaptive procedure for resource allocation [9] [10] [11] [6] [12]. Such a solution,
however, implies a certain overhead, due to the need to monitor resources to detect changes
in resource availability, as well as due to task migration. Moreover, it has not yet been
proved that this type of solution leads to stable grids under situations of intense competition for resources. Furthermore, this approach considers only the uncertainties of resource
availability, but not the uncertainties of application demands. As pointed out in [12] and
[13], robustness to uncertainty in system and application information has been neglected
and this can have a negative impact on the capability to provide services. Addressing such
common issue in (grid) networks is certainly a significant advance in the management and
operation of grids [14].
Uncertainties in relation to both computational and communication demands can jeopardize the optimality of schedules produced by deterministic grid schedulers. Furthermore,
such uncertainties can also jeopardize the whole network operation [5] [6] as well as the profit
made by service provider due to misclassification of the expected load [15]. Such uncertainties can also mislead the decision making process on the proper actions and mechanism to
adopt in a dynamic environment [16].
Uncertainties in crucial information for grid operation arises from the difficulty in estimating application demands, especially those of communication (For example, in several
e-Science applications, data are generated on-the-fly). Although uncertainties in application demands have been addressed in parallel systems [17] [18] [19], in grid networks, the
existing techniques can only be partially utilized, since those systems are usually tightly
coupled, and communication demands have little impact on the performance of applications. In grids, however, computers are connected by shared communication links, and the
time required to transfer data across them impacts significantly the application makespan,
i.e. the time taken to execute the application.
Both reactive [20] [21] [22] [5] [6] [23] and proactive [24] [25] [26] solutions have been
proposed to deal with uncertainties in application demands. However, both types of solutions fail to incorporate uncertainties related to data transfer between dependent tasks,
although data transfers can have a significant impact on the performance when executing
demanding applications such as those of e-Science, which often transfer data in the order of
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Petabytes [27] [6]. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to derive scheduling solutions
to deal with these uncertainties. Moreover, some existing solutions [21] [28] for parallel
processing assume that grids are homogeneous computing systems, which is a non-realistic
assumption [7] and therefore can not be applied to grids context.
This paper introduces the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler, a scheduler based on fuzzy optimization for dealing with uncertainties in applications demands. The scheduler accepts as
input a set of dependent tasks, described by Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). The IPDTFUZZY scheduler allows as input a single DAG, which is not a restrictive assumption since
this DAG can represent the aggregation of several others [29]. In the proposed solution,
fuzzy numbers represent application demands and fuzzy optimization techniques are employed to determine the schedule of tasks. Although previous work has adopted fuzzy theory
to represent the uncertainty of grid application demands [21] [26], none of these papers has
taken into account the uncertainty of communication demands, which is a unique contribution of the present work. The consideration of this uncertainty is of paramount importance
for e-Science applications, where processing has only been possible since the emergence of
grid network technology. To our knowledge, no scheduler based on fuzzy optimization with
constraints given by fuzzy numbers has ever been proposed to cope with the uncertainties
of estimating the amount of data transferred by application tasks. Actually, the lack of
such capacity can lead to the degradation of performance when scheduling decisions are
based on misleading estimations of communication demands. Moreover, the scheduler also
considers uncertainties of processing demands.
The IPDT-FUZZY scheduler implements an integer linear program, which is the result
of the mapping of the fuzzy formulation onto a crisp formulation. The integer program
minimizes the makespan of the application represented by the DAG furnished as input.
The scheduler also receives as input a graph representing the availability of computation
and communication resources of the grid.
The makespans values furnished by our scheduler are compared, via simulation, with
those produced by the scheduler based on classical optimization procedures proposed in [11].
Three different applications were simulated over several grid network configurations and
significant speedup values were produced by the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler, when designed to
operate under high levels of uncertainty. It was observed that the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler
can produce speedups 30% greater than those of the classical scheduler. Moreover, the
performance of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler is similar to that of the classical one when the
true degree of uncertainty is less than expected, in spite of the length of the dependence chain
in the DAG. Furthermore, the time required by the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler to produce
feasible schedules can be 85% less than that required by its counterpart classical scheduler,
which is desirable in a dynamic environment where time for making decisions is crucial for
the optimality of a schedule.
This paper extends and revises our preliminary work [30], in which we proposed a scheduler to deal with the uncertainties in the demands of specific applications. The formulation
of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler presented here has a reduced number of equations when compared to that proposed in [30]. Besides that, the preliminary evaluation of the performance
of the scheduler in [30] has been extended by including new scenarios and applications.
Results obtained in this extended evaluation present a stronger case for the effectiveness
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of the IPDT-FUZZY than does the work in [30]. Moreover, we present the transformation of the fuzzy optimization problem into an integer programming problem which is then
implemented in the C language.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports previous work. Section 3
provides the motivation for the design of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler. Section 4 introduces
the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler and Section 5 evaluates its efficacy and compares it to that of a
deterministic scheduler (IPDT). In this paper, we refer to schedulers based on optimization
theory as deterministic schedulers, whereas those based on fuzzy optimization as fuzzy
schedulers. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

The impact of uncertainty in application demands over two different scheduling approaches
was evaluated in [31]. One considered only computational demands, whereas the other
also included communication demands. Both of these approaches schedule DAGs of dependent tasks without full knowledge of them and are used in a reactive mechanism to
react to changes. It was shown that the makespan of applications increases with degree of
uncertainty. Errors up to 400% in bandwidth demand estimation occurred, which implied
a seventeen-fold increase in execution time. Although the results are unquestionably evidence of the need for schedulers that use uncertain estimations, no scheduler to account for
the uncertainty in application demands was proposed. Since there is no widely accepted
benchmark available for grid applications, the numerical examples in the present paper will
consider the same real scenario of the work in [31].
Previous work has investigated the issue of demand uncertainty in parallel systems.
In [21], a proposal oriented to cluster and I/O bound applications was developed. That
proposal classifies applications according to their demands as I/O bound, communication
intensive and computation intensive. By using fuzzy logic theory and Bayesian estimators,
this classification is done during the execution of the application, with a specific scheduler
available for each type of application. A change in classification occurs once the application
demands change. Although this approach considers communication costs, it is a reactive
scheme, whereas the one proposed here is a proactive one. Our proposal does not require the
overhead of monitoring and task re-scheduling necessary for the proposal in [21], which does
not take into consideration the uncertainties in the demands of each type of application.
For instance, if estimation of the number of bytes transferred in a communication intensive
application is wrong, no action is taken to counteract the negative impact of this estimation. Moreover, the evaluation of the proposal in [21] was conducted using a homogeneous
computing system, which is not realistic for grid environments.
The research reported in [24] surveys metrics of the performance of parallel applications
in supercomputers. Probability distributions of performance metrics, such as makespan
and host utilization, are used to generate synthetic loads for the prediction of performance.
These predictions are quite useful for increasing performance, although the procedure cannot
be used when executing the application for the first time, nor when the application is
executed only once. Our proposal, however, can cope with uncertainties regardless the
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existence of the application execution history. Moreover, that proposal differs from the
present proposal in the fact that it terminates the execution of applications if they exceed
a specific predicted value. Furthermore, only independent tasks are considered.
Another approach, based on the impact of individual tasks on the makespan of an
application, was adopted in [32]. This impact is estimated by considering the degree of
uncertainty in application demands, as well by taking into consideration the relation between
the tasks in the application DAG. Tasks with a greater impact are assigned to a host
dedicated to their execution. However, no communication demands are considered, which
limits the use of this approach in grid scheduling. The results reported in [32] are not
very good for low degrees of uncertainty (only a maximum of 1.5% decrease in execution
time was observed when the degree of uncertainty of processing demand was of 40%) and,
in contrast to our proposal, the proposal in [32] was not evaluated when high degrees of
uncertainty (≥ 100%) were prevalent.
In [28], a module considering the available capacity of a grid was introduced. This
module is based on “Support Infrastructure to Mobile Applications” middleware (ISAM).
Measurements are made and used by Bayesian models to predict performance for real applications. Uncertainties are introduced as part of the performance predictions, although
uncertainties in application demands are not considered, especially those related to the
transfer of data between tasks. This is clearly different from our proposal, which does consider communication demands. As in the proposal in [21], it does not consider heterogeneous
scenarios which limits its use for grid scheduling.
The research described in [25] does not deal with uncertainties in applications demands.
It compares the predicted makespan with that which is measured to infer the discrepancies
of makespan predictions. Experiments using the “Enabling Grids for E-sciencE” (EGEE)
grid were conducted, although only CPU intensive applications in a specific cluster were
considered, and not much about other scenarios can be inferred.
The scheduler proposed in [26] does not distinguish sources of misleading information,
although as in this paper, triangular fuzzy numbers are considered. It uses tabu search
and fuzzy sets to represent the uncertainties of the execution time of tasks. The lack of
user knowledge about application demands is what motivates the use of fuzzy sets as in our
proposal. Triangular fuzzy numbers are used to describe host utilization. Such shape is
justified by the subjectiveness of any other potential shape, since resource utilization is very
specific and depends on the specific application. Utilization is computed multiplying the
application demand by the resource capacity. Since the latter is a crisp value, this utilization
is expressed in fuzzy numbers. Different from our proposal, however, the approach in [26] is
used for the admission control of applications to the grid system, i.e., it uses fuzzy numbers
to classify requests for application processing, whereas our approach uses fuzzy numbers for
scheduling application tasks.
A dynamic approach for dealing with uncertainties was introduced in [22]. Similar to the
proposal in [21], tasks are monitored during execution so that rescheduling can be contemplated in an attempt to achieve the shortest execution time. The scheduler introduced in
this paper, the Integer Programming with Discrete Time under Fuzzy Optimization (IPDTFUZZY) scheduler, differs from that in [22], however, since the latter does not take into
consideration uncertainties relating to the duration of data transfer. Moreover, evaluation
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of the scheduler in [22] included only a single degree of uncertainty, in contrast with that
available in the present paper.
The self-adjusting procedure [11], previously introduced by the authors of the present
paper, relies on an initial schedule produced by the deterministic scheduler Integer Programming with Discrete Time (IPDT). Motivated by results found in that previous paper,
the scheduler introduced here (IPDT-FUZZY) extends the principles of resource allocation
adopted for the IPDT and describes application demands using triangular fuzzy numbers.
The performance of the schedules produced by the two schedulers is compared in this paper.
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of related solutions. It specifies the contribution
of previous work. More precisely, if the approach employed considered either reactive or proactive mechanisms, as well as whether it was originally designed to grids. Moreover, it details
the type of mechanism used to cope with imprecise input values and if unknown application
demands are considered by the mechanism. As can be observed, most of the systems are
based on reactive mechanisms and no previous work is based on fuzzy optimization.
Table 1: Summary of related solutions.
Reference

Approach

Contribution

It deals with
uncertainties by using

Is it gridoriented?

[31]
[21]
[24]
[32]
[28]
[25]
[26]

Reactive
Reactive
N/A
Proactive
N/A
N/A
Proactive

Rescheduling
Fuzzy logic / Bayesian estimator
Statistical Models
Heuristic (Prioritizes critical tasks)
Bayesian network
N/A
Tabu search and fuzzy numbers

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

[22]
[11]

Reactive
Reactive

Scheduler
Scheduler / Classifier
Load Predictor
Scheduler
Performance Predictor
Performance Evaluation
Scheduler / Admission
Controller
Scheduler
Scheduler

Does it consider
uncertainties of
network demands?
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

Rescheduling
Rescheduling

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

In summary, previous work has adopted a reactive approach which implies high overhead since it requires need of monitoring and task migration. Moreover, previous research
ignores the heterogeneous nature of grids, as well as the fact that the network bandwidth
is a resource to be allocated. The failure to consider these two issues makes the solutions
inappropriate for adoption for real grids. The proposal introduced in this paper, however,
is a proactive approach which avoids the huge overhead of monitoring and migration. Not
only does it deal with the heterogeneity of grids, but it also considers the uncertainties
of network demands. In our proposal, schedules are derived considering estimation uncertainties which are found in grid processing. The IPDT-FUZZY scheduler was designed to
handle applications with dependent tasks which must transfer huge amounts of data, such
as is typical in e-Science applications.

3

Illustrative Example of the Negative Impact of Uncertainties in Grid Scheduling

This section illustrates the negative impact of the absence of mechanisms to deal with
uncertainty in descriptive values on the performance of grid applications. Figure 1(a) il-
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lustrates the DAG of an application. The weight (label) of the edge connecting two nodes
indicates the number of bits to be exchanged by two dependent tasks, and the labels of the
nodes represent the quantity of instructions to be processed. The order of precedence of
tasks is given by the direct edges. The task id is represented by the label between parentheses. Figure 1(b) represents the grid resources on which the application described in
Figure 1(a) is executed: nodes represent hosts, with labels expressing the inverse of host
capacity (instructions/unit of time)−1 , and edges represent network links, with labels indicating the inverse of the available bandwidth (bits/unit of time)−1 . The host id is also
represented by the labels in parentheses. The dotted lines denote the existence of other resources in the grid. To compute the time taken for data transfer, it is necessary to multiply
the label on the respective edge of Figure 1(a) (number of bits to be transferred) by the
label on the edge of Figure 1(b) in which the transfer will occur. For example, to compute
the time taken to transfer data from task t0 to task t1, located respectively in the hosts h0
and h2, it is necessary to compute 2.5y × y8 = 20 units of time (u.t.). Similarly, to compute
the processing time of a task, one needs to multiply the label on the respective node of Figure 1(a) (number of instructions to be processed) by the label on the node in Figure 1(b)
corresponding to the host in which the task will be executed. For example, to compute the
processing time of task t0 on host h1, it is necessary to compute x × 30
x = 30 u.t..
x (t0)
2.5y
2x (t1)

2.5y
2x (t2)

5y

5y

x (t3)

(a) DAG
(vertices (b) Grid hosts (vertices weights in
weights in instructions (instructions/u.t.)−1 and edges weights
and arcs weights in in (bits/u.t.)−1 ).
bits).

Figure 1: An example to illustrate the negative impact of uncertainties on grid scheduling.
One approach to quantify such uncertainties is to employ the Quality of Information
index (QoI) [20]. The QoI index expresses the level of confidence of a demand estimation. A
value of 100%, the maximum QoI value, means that there is no doubt about the estimation,
whereas values lower than 100% indicate that estimations are not precise. The lower the
QoI value, greater the uncertainty of an estimation. The QoI is given by the following
expression:
if (tv > ev)
else

→
→

QoI = 100% × [1 −
QoI = 100% × [1 −

where tv is the true value and ev is the estimated value.

(tv−ev)
]
tv
(ev−tv)
]
ev
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For example, if the expected quantity of byte transfer is 1GB, although up to 2GB can be
transferred when the application is actually executed, the QoI value is 100%×[1−(2−1)/2] =
50%.
350

QoI=100%
QoI<100%

300

Makespan (u.t.)

250
200
150
100
50
0
0

40

100
200
% increase in data transfer demand

400

Figure 2: Makespan when QoI=100% and QoI<100%.
To evaluate the impact of uncertainties in the scheduling of the application shown in
Figure 1(a), the deterministic scheduler IPDT was used to generate a schedule and the
communication demands between tasks t1 and t3 were increased by up to 400%.
Figure 2 illustrates the makespan of the IPDT deterministic scheduler when considering
exact estimates of the amount of data to be transferred from t1 to t3 (QoI equals 100%),
and when that estimate was imprecise (QoI less than 100%).
Note that as the actual demand surpasses the estimated one, the makespan of the scheduler with QoI < 100% also increases, being 100% higher for increases of 400% in demand.
This shows that deterministic schedulers tend to produce poor schedules when demands
are greater than those they anticipate. Moreover, it is not possible to feed schedulers with
input with QoI=100%, since several applications such as those in e-Science generate data
in real time. Thus, one way of counteracting this problem is to consider the Quality of
Information of the estimated demand as input to the scheduler by using fuzzy values as
estimates for these demands.

4

The IPDT-FUZZY Scheduler

The IPDT-FUZZY scheduler introduced in this paper was designed to produce optimal
schedules when grid applications are faced with uncertainties in communication and computation demands. The numerical examples given in this paper, however, focus on communication demands only, since this has been so largely neglected in previous work. Moreover,
we consider highly demanding applications such as those in e-Science.
The IPDT-FUZZY scheduler is based on a fuzzy optimization formulation. This formulation is then transformed into a crisp equivalent model based on an integer programming
formulation [33]. This transformation is needed because only the crisp model can be implemented and solved by a computer program.
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The use of linear programming in grid scheduling problem has given effective solutions [4] [5] [6]. However, heuristics has been employed to reduce the long execution times
demanded by integer programming; an effective heuristic is to discretize the time line. Indeed, we consider that the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler defines a schedule on a discrete time
line. Although the discretization of time introduces approximation and a consequent loss
of precision, under certain circumstances, this loss may not be significant, and the saving
of time can be quite attractive when compared to a corresponding scheduler which assumes
time as a continuous variable.
The IPDT-FUZZY scheduler requires two graphs as input. The graph H = (VH , EH )
represents the grid topology, while the DAG D = (VD , AD ) gives the dependencies among
the tasks. In H, VH is the set of m (m = |VH |) hosts connected by the set of links EH ,
with the hosts labelled from 1 to m. In D, VD is the set of n (n = |VD |) tasks with
integer numbers as labels which allows a topological ordering of tasks and AD is the set of
dependencies.
The IPDT-FUZZY scheduler considers that input DAGs have a single input task, as
well as a single output task. DAGs failing to satisfy this condition because they involve
more than one input or output task can be easily modified by considering two null tasks
with zero processing time and communication weights. The output of the IPDT-FUZZY
scheduler is a list which provides information about the host on which each task should be
executed, the starting time of that task, and the time when data transfer should take place.
Some of the characteristics of the DAGs are as follows: Ii is the processing demand of the
th
i task, expressed as number of instructions to be processed by the ith task (Ii ∈ R+ ); Bi,j
is the number of bytes transmitted between the ith task and the j th task (Bi,j ∈ R+ ); D is
the set of arcs {ij with i < j, and there exists an arc from vertex i to vertex j in the DAG}.
Moreover, grid resources composed of hosts and links have the following characteristics:
TI k is the time the k th host takes to execute a single instruction (TI k ∈ R+ ); TB k,l is
the time for transmitting a single bit along the link connecting the k th host to the lth host
(TB k,l ∈ R+ ); δ(k) is the set of hosts linked to the k th host in the network, including the
host k itself.
The IPDT-FUZZY scheduler deals with uncertainties by considering edge and vertex
weights (Ii and Bi,j ) as fuzzy numbers. As in [26], these fuzzy numbers are triangular. Since
there is no benchmark available that would indicate a more specific type of fuzzy numbers,
triangular fuzzy numbers are adopted, as is usual when no information is available to suggest
the adoption of a more specific shape. In this way, the ith task requires Ii instructions and
is subject to an uncertainty of σ% of this value; the number of instructions is represented by
σ
σ
[Ii , Ii , Ii ] where Ii = Ii (1 − 100
) and Ii = Ii (1 + 100
). Communication demands are treated
in a similar manner, being represented by [Bi,j , Bi,j , Bi,j ], with a level of uncertainty of ρ%.
It is important to note that the values of σ and ρ are not random, but are rather set by the
grid users to express their level of confidence in application demands.
σ
′
′
)
For convenience, time is represented by T ′ = {1, . . . , Tmax
} where Tmax
= Tmax (1 + 100
and Tmax is the maximum makespan of the application, i.e., the time it would take toPexecute
all the tasks serially on the fastest host of the grid (Tmax = min({TIk |k ∈VH }) × ni=1 Ii ).
σ
′
= Tmin (1 − 100
Moreover, the minimum makespan is given by Tmin
) where Tmin is the
time taken to execute all the tasks in the longest dependence chain on the fastest host
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P
(Tmin = min({TIk |k ∈VH }) × i∈ longest chain Ii ). Tmax and Tmin can be directly derived
by the DAG furnished as input; there is no need to run the application serially on the fastest
′
′
.
host. This is also true for Tmax
and Tmin
The IPDT-FUZZY scheduler solves an integer linear program to determine the value of
the variables xi,t,k (∈ {0, 1}) and fi (∈ N∗ ). xi,t,k is a binary variable that assumes a value
of 1 if the ith task is finished at time t on host k; otherwise this variable assumes a value
of 0; fP
that records the time at which the execution of the ith task is finished
i is a variable
P
(fi = t∈T ′ k∈VH t × xi,t,k ).
The IPDT-FUZZY is given by the following fuzzy optimization problem:

Minimize ff
n
subject to
X X

xj,t,k = 1

for j ∈ VD ;

(F′ 1)

for j ∈ VD , k ∈ VH ,
t ∈ {1, . . . , ⌈Iej TI k ⌉};

(F′ 2)

for j ∈ VD ,

ij ∈ AD ,

(F′ 3)

for l ∈ VH ,

t ∈ T ′;

for k ∈ VH ,

t ∈ T ′,

t∈T ′ k∈VH

xj,t,k = 0

g
⌈t−Iej TI l −B
i,j TB k ,l ⌉

X

X

k∈δ(l)
t
X

≥

xi,s,k

s=1

xj,s,l

s=1

X
j∈VD

⌈t+Iej TI k −1⌉

X

xj,s,k ≤ 1

(F′ 4)

s=t
′
t ≤ ⌈Tmax
− Iej TI k ⌉;

xj,t,k ∈ {0, 1}

for j ∈ VD ,
t ∈ T ′.

l ∈ VH ,

(F′ 5)

The objective function involves the minimization of a fuzzy variable, as well as constraints (F’2), (F’3) and (F’4) involve fuzzy variables. To solve this problem, the fuzzy
constraints and the objective function must be transformed into corresponding crisp expressions, leading to an integer programming formulation of the original problem [33]. In
this case, the equivalent integer programming problem is given by:
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Maximize λ
subject to
′
fn − Tmin
≥λ
′
′
Tmax − Tmin
X X
xj,t,k = 1

1−

(F1)
for j ∈ VD ;

(F2)

for j ∈ VD , k ∈ VH ,
t ∈ {1, . . . , ⌈Ij TI k ⌉};

(F3)

for j ∈ VD ,

ij ∈ AD ,

(F4)

for l ∈ VH ,

t ∈ T ′;

for k ∈ VH ,

t ∈ T ′,

t∈T ′ k∈VH

xj,t,k = 0

X

⌈t−Ij TI l −Bi,j TB k,l ⌉

k∈δ(l)
t
X

s=1

X

≥

xi,s,k

xj,s,l

s=1

X
j∈VD

⌈t+Ij TI k −1⌉

X

xj,s,k ≤ 1

(F5)

s=t

xj,t,k ∈ {0, 1}

′
t ≤ ⌈Tmax
− Ij TI k ⌉;

for j ∈ VD ,
t ∈ T ′.

l ∈ VH ,

(F6)

The objective function of the integer programming version of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler maximizes the degree of satisfaction λ (∈ [0, 1]), which is inversely proportional to
the makespan of the application (fn ) given by a schedule. The constraint (F1) establishes
the relationship between λ and fn , which is illustrated in Figure 3. The range of values
′
′
, Tmax
] is accounted for by the F1 restriction. The objective
for the makespan fn ∈ [Tmin
function jointly with constraint (F1) are equivalent to the objective function of the fuzzy
optimization formulation.
Constraints (F2) determines that a task must be executed on a single host, while (F6)
defines the domain for variables xj,t,k in the formulation. These two constraints are equivalent to the constraints (F’1) and (F’5) of the fuzzy optimization formulation, respectively.
As (F’1) and (F’5) did not involve fuzzy variables, the constraints remained the same.
Constraints (F3), (F4) and (F5) establish inequalities using the fuzzy numbers Ii and
Bi,j , which can vary in their allowed range. The constraints (F3), (F4) and (F5) in the
integer programming formulation correspond, respectively, to the constraints (F’2), (F’3)
and (F’4) in the fuzzy optimization formulation. Explanation on the transformation of
these constraints is given next.
The constraints (F3) determine that a task (j) cannot terminate until all of its instructions have been completely executed. Since it is not possible to know the exact number of
instructions, the minimum value of Iej × T Ik , given by Ij × T Ik , is used in (F3) to avoid
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Figure 3: Satisfaction degree.
resource under-utilization.
The constraints in (F4) establish that execution of the j th task cannot start until all its
predecessors have been completed and the data required by the j th task transferred. In order
to prevent the potential execution of the j th task prior to the execution of its predecessors
g
due to existing uncertainties, the values of Iej × T Ik and B
i,j × T Bk,l are replaced by their
maximum values, given by Ij × T Ik and Bi,j × T Bk,l , respectively.
The constraints in (F5) establish that there is at most one task in execution on any one
host at any given time. To maximize the number of tasks executed by a host, the lowest
execution time for these tasks is established, with computational uncertainty Iej × T Ik being
replaced by Ij × T Ik .
The scheduler receives the input DAG and translates the demands into the constraint
values of the optimization problem for which the solution is the set of xi,t,k values denoting
on which host k the task i should start execution at time t.
Although the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler can handle uncertainties of both computational
and communication demands, only communication demands will be the focus here since
such analysis has been neglected in the literature. There is, however, a real demand driven
by emerging e-Science applications. This demand can be in the order of Petabytes per
year for each application [27] [6]; when dealing with this order of magnitude, deterministic
decisions based on misleading information can lead to much longer execution times.

5

Performance Evaluation

In this section, the efficacy of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler is assessed and compared via
simulation to that of its deterministic counterpart (IPDT), since the aim is to evaluate
the advantages of using fuzzy optimization in dealing with imprecise input values to the
scheduler. Both the IPDT and the IPDT-FUZZY solve a linear programming problem
and aim to minimize the application makespan. The variables used in the formulation of
the two are similar, except that the latter introduces the uncertainty parameters ρ and σ.
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Moreover, there is a one to one correspondence between the restrictions of the two schedulers
(Di ⇔ Fi+1 ). The formulation of the IPDT problem is the following:
Minimize

XX

t xn,t,k

t∈T k∈H

subject to
X X
xj,t,k = 1

for j ∈ VD ;

(D1)

for j ∈ VD , k ∈ VH ,
t ∈ {1, . . . , ⌈Ij TI k ⌉};

(D2)

for j ∈ VD ,

ij ∈ AD ,

(D3)

for l ∈ VH ,

t∈T;

for k ∈ VH ,

t∈T,

t∈T k∈VH

xj,t,k = 0

X

⌈t−Ij TI l −Bi,j TB k,l ⌉

k∈δ(l)
t
X

s=1

X

≥

xi,s,k

xj,s,l

s=1

X

⌈t+Ij TI k −1⌉

j∈VD

s=t

X

xj,s,k ≤ 1

(D4)

t ≤ ⌈Tmax − Ij TI k ⌉;
xj,t,k ∈ {0, 1}

for j ∈ VD ,
t∈T.

l ∈ VH ,

(D5)

where T = {[1, . . . , Tmax }.
The IPDT scheduler is equivalent to the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler when the parameters
ρ and σ are null. In this case, the fuzzy numbers of the IPDT-FUZZY formulation are
crisp, as in the IPDT formulation. Consequently, all the curves representing the results
of the IPDT scheduler in this paper can be interpreted as representing the results of the
IPDT-FUZZY scheduler when ρ = 0 and σ = 0.
The input to this scheduler is composed of two graphs, one representing the tasks involved in the application, and the other the grid. These graphs represent a diverse set of
task dependencies and topologies. Three DAGs for real applications were used to evaluate
the schedulers. The first DAG was taken from an astronomy application called Montage
(Figure 4), which is widely used in grid evaluation [31] [34] [6]. The weight of the DAGs
are randomly chosen from a uniform distribution. The distribution for the weights of the
edges has a mean of 72 × 106 bits, whereas the mean for the vertex weight is 31.5 × 1012
instructions. This DAG represents 26 tasks with 39 dependencies.
The second DAG corresponds to an application in quantum chemistry called WIEN2k
[35] (Figure 5), developed at the Vienna University of Technology [36]. This DAG represents
26 tasks with 43 dependencies; weights are assigned randomly from a uniform distribution,
as they were for the Montage DAG. The third DAG is a modified version of WIEN2k, but
with 48 dependencies involving parallel, input and output tasks (Figure 6).
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Figure 4: Montage DAG.
For the evaluation of the schedulers, twenty grids were generated employing the DoarLeslie method [37], which is widely used for the generation of Internet topologies. The
number of hosts was set at 50; the degree of node connectivity (β) was 0.98, and the
ratio between the longest and the shortest links was 0.98. The mean weight of the hosts
9
was 5.25×10
12 minutes/instruction (9726MIPS, which is equivalent to the performance of
2
an Intel Pentium IV processor), and the mean weight of the links was 12×10
9 minutes/bit
(100Mbps, the transmission rate of Fast Ethernet networks).
The degree of uncertainty adopted for application demands was ρ ∈ [40%, 100%, 200%, 400%],
which corresponds, respectively, to a QoI of {71.43%, 50%, 33.33%, 20%} (derived by using
the definition of QoI and the definition of ρ) These values were taken from previous studies
in the literature [22] [31]. Although the characterization of typical levels of uncertainty
that users have about the demand of their applications is beyond the scope of the present
paper, this is certainly a promising area for future investigation. Moreover, results are presented only for uncertainties in relation to the amount of data to be transferred (σ = 0), as
previously explained.
There is no standard benchmark available for grid applications. The heterogeneity of this
emerging application and the recent emergence of the relevant technology have influenced
this lack of information [38]. The DAGs used in this paper are DAGs representing the
computation of real grid applications. To generate a variety of scenarios based on these
DAGs, a range of weight values for the DAG edges was used. Such a range is not, however,
related to the expected uncertainty level, ρ, to which the scheduler was designed. For a
fixed value of ρ, a whole range of DAG edge weight values is considered for the analysis
of the robustness of the scheduler when dealing with uncertainty levels different from the
uncertainty level of the application for which they were designed for.
For each scheduler designed to operate with a specific uncertainty level, DAGs with
different uncertainty levels were used as input. Twenty DAGs were used for each level
of uncertainty. In this way, it was possible to evaluate how well a scheduler designed to
operate for a specific uncertainty level handled different degrees of uncertainty. Each of
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Figure 5: WIEN2k DAG.
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Figure 6: Modified WIEN2k DAG.

these twenty DAGs was generated by increasing the weight of the edges, with the increase
based on uniform distributions from 0 to x%, where x ∈ {40, 100, 200, 400}.
Various metrics were used for evaluation. The speedup, given by the ratio Tmax /makespan,
indicates how much the computation was speeded up in relation to sequential computation
[39]. The higher the speedup, the more efficient is the schedule. The execution time provides
the time required to produce a schedule, a metric which is quite important for the timely
utilization of scheduling decisions in a changeable environment. The lower the execution
time, the more efficiently a schedule can be used. Network utilization was also assessed,
since unnecessary transfer enlarges the makespan and overloads network resources.
A confidence interval of 95% was adopted. Schedulers were written in the C programming language, and the Xpress version 2006A.1 optimization library was used. All simulations were executed in a Pentium IV, 3.2GHz personal computer with 2.5GB RAM memory
and a Debian GNU/Linux (Lenny version) operating system.
Various characteristics can impact the performance of a scheduler. Our previous work
[11] based on linear programming analyzes this impact, although it is beyond the scope of
the present paper to do so. The present paper focus rather on the robustness of a scheduler
for different levels of uncertainties in application demands.
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Speedup

Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the speedup for, respectively, the Montage, WIEN2k and modifiedWIEN2k DAGs as a function of the degree of uncertainty experienced. Each graph contains
a curve corresponding to the results given by the IPDT scheduler, as well as four others
corresponding to the results given by the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler for different degrees of
uncertainty (ρ).
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Figure 7: Average speedup for Montage DAG.
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Figure 8: Average speedup for WIEN2k DAG.
It can be seen in Figure 7 that the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler produces higher speedup
values than does the IPDT when the degree of uncertainty it was designed for was 400%,
although the actual uncertainty was greater than 40%. When the uncertainty experienced
was 400%, the speedup of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler was ∼
= 20.27% greater than that of
the IPDT. The IPDT-FUZZY scheduler reveals speedup values greater than those furnished
by the IPDT scheduler when the planned degree of uncertainty was 200% and actual uncertainty was higher than 100%. Moreover, the decay rate of speedup produced by the IPDT
scheduler was twice as high as that of the IPDT-FUZZY when ρ = 400%. This provides
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Figure 9: Average speedup for modified WIEN2k DAG.
clear evidence of the robustness of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler, since its performance undergoes less degradation than does that of the IPDT scheduler as the degree of uncertainty
increases. The performance of the IPDT scheduler is worse than that of the IPDT-FUZZY,
even when the tasks were serially executed on the fastest host.
The same trends were observed when the WIEN2k DAG was employed. However, the
speedup value of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler was 29.55% greater than that of the IPDT
scheduler for ρ = 400%. For ρ = 400%, the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler gives greater speedups
than those of the IPDT. For ρ = 200%, the speedups were equivalent.
The topology of the modified WIEN2k DAG consists basically of a set of tasks executed
in parallel. This topology can negatively impact the speedup when there are discrepancies
between the actual and the designed levels of uncertainty. Figure 9 illustrates this impact,
showing that the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler produces a speedup comparable to that of the
IPDT scheduler only when the uncertainty experienced is greater or equal to 200% and
ρ = 400%.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 evince that the IPDT scheduler achieves its best performance when
there was no uncertainty. In some cases (Figure 7 and Figure 9), the average speedup of the
IPDT scheduler was greater than that of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler. Such results were
expected, since these cases correspond to deterministic scenarios and the IPDT-FUZZY
scheduler produced schedules considering uncertainties that indeed did not exist. However, were both values of ρ and σ null, the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler would have the same
performance of that of the IPDT scheduler.
It has been concluded that the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler produces the fastest speedups
when it is designed for a greater degree of uncertainty. It produces high speedup values even
when the actual degree of uncertainty is less than that for which it was designed. When
designed for a low degree of uncertainty, the limited flexibility provided for adjustment does
not cope well with the actual uncertainty experienced.
The intersection points of the curves give the level of uncertainty above which the IPDTFUZZY scheduler outperforms the IPDT. As expected, the advantages of the IPDT-FUZZY
scheduler decrease as the degree of uncertainty experienced tends to zero (0%). This hap-
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pens because the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler tries to decrease the degree of parallelism to avoid
unnecessary transfer of data between two grid nodes for an expected level of uncertainty.
When the degree of uncertainty decreases, the degree of parallelism also decreases, and
the speedup values are lower than those given by the IPDT scheduler. However, when the
degree of uncertainty increases, the low level of parallelism tends to decrease the time spent
on data transfer, and as a consequence, the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler outperforms the IPDT.

5.2

Network Utilization

The IPDT-FUZZY scheduler tends to assign dependent tasks to the same host when the
degree of uncertainty in communication demands increases, thus decreasing the degree of
parallelism. This procedure avoids unnecessary utilization of network links, which would
enlarge the makespan of the applications. Conversely, the IPDT scheduler considers the
weights of the edges as deterministic values, leading to unnecessary allocation of network
links and increasing congestion, with a consequent increase in the application makespan.
This congestion impacts not only on the specific application, but also on other types of
applications in the network.
Figure 10 shows the amount of data which is not transferred due to the assignment of
dependent tasks to the same host for the Montage DAG. More non-transferred data implies lower network utilization. Figure 10 shows that the amount of non-transferred data
increases with the degree of uncertainty, which makes the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler more robust in relation to misallocation of resources due to imprecise estimations of communication
demands. In this specific example of the Montage DAG, the data produced by 11 of the
39 dependent tasks were not transferred via the network when the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler
was designed to deal with ρ = 400%. In this case the IPDT scheduler transferred 266%
more data than did the IPDT-FUZZY, i.e., there was a 72.68% decrease in the amount of
data transferred when the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler was used. This avoidance of transfer led
to an increase in the speedup of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler (20.27% greater; Figure 7).
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Figure 10: Average amount of non-transferred data for Montage DAG.
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Execution time

The time a scheduler takes to produce a schedule, i.e., the execution time of the scheduler,
is quite important in dynamic environments, since a prepared schedule may already be
sub-optimal due to changes which have taken place in the grid during the time required to
produce it.
Figures 11 to 13 show the execution time for the three DAGs considered. The execution
time of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler is considerably less than that required by the IPDT
(approximately 85.08%, 95.67% and 94% less than that required for the Montage, WIEN2K
and modified-WIEN2k DAGs, respectively).
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Figure 11: Average execution time for Montage DAG.
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Figure 12: Average execution time for WIEN2k DAG.
One of the most widely used for solving linear programming (LP) problems is the simplex
method. Although this method does not involve polynomial time complexity, in practice it
is in fact very fast. The complexity of an algorithm is derived based on the worst possible
computation time, rather than the average, although the present paper does not discuss
such issues. However, even large LP problems with thousands of variables and constraints
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Figure 13: Average execution time for modified WIEN2k DAG.
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Figure 14: Average execution time of the IPDT (Inflated by the degree of uncertainty
experienced) and of the IPDT-FUZZY (ρ = 400%) for Montage DAG.
can be solved in seconds/minutes as can be verified in [40].
To further evaluate the efficiency of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler, the execution time
with ρ = 400% was compared to those produced by the IPDT scheduler when it was fed
with a DAG with edge weights increased by specific percentages. Figure 14 shows that the
slowest execution time of the IPDT scheduler, for an increase of 50%, was 21.68 minutes,
while the execution time of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler was 2.64 minutes (The execution
time of the IPDT scheduler decreases when the increase in edge weight varies from 20 to
50%, since the computational demands are higher than are those of the communications.
For increments greater than 50%, communication demands surpass computational ones.)
When compared to the execution time of the IPDT scheduler with edge weights inflated
by 400%, the execution time of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler is 97.77% lower. This low
execution time of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler, however, does not jeopardize its efficacy, as
can be seen in Figure 15, which compares the speedup of both schedulers.
The confidence intervals shown in Figures 11 to 14 indicate that the variability in execu-
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Figure 15: Average speedup given by IPDT (Inflated by the degree of uncertainty experienced) and IPDT-FUZZY (ρ = 400%) for Montage DAG.
tion time of IPDT scheduler is higher than that for those of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler for
various values of ρ. For certain combinations of DAG and grid parameters, the execution
times of the IPDT scheduler differed by one order of magnitude, which did not happen
when using the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler.
In summary, in addition to greater speedup and a more efficient use of network links,
the fuzzy scheduler runs faster than does the deterministic one.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

Inaccuracies in the estimation of demands can considerably enlarge the makespan of an
application when tasks are scheduled by a deterministic scheduler. Moreover, accurate
estimations are not only difficult to derive but may be impossible for some applications,
especially those with real-time generated data.
Therefore, the consideration of information inaccuracy is essential for grid scheduling,
which is, actually, of paramount importance for grid management. One of the approaches
used to deal with this type of uncertainty is to use fuzzy schedulers for the scheduling of the
application tasks. Although scheduling based on fuzzy schedulers has been used by previous
investigations, none of these has considered the uncertainties in communication demands
for applications.
This paper introduces the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler, a fuzzy scheduler which does consider communication uncertainties when deriving the application scheduling. Simulation
experiments compare the effectiveness of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler to that of a deterministic scheduler when communication demands are uncertain. The results, based on DAGs
from real grid applications, have shown that the fuzzy scheduler can produce speedups
29.55% greater than those produced by the deterministic scheduler, which is quite significant when one considers the typical makespan length of e-Science applications. Moreover,
the schedules derived by the deterministic scheduler can require the transfer up to 266%
more data than do those derived by the fuzzy scheduler. Furthermore, the time required
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for the derivation of schedules by the fuzzy scheduler is 85% less than that required by the
deterministic one.
Although the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler was compared to the IPDT scheduler when the
latter had full knowledge of the application demands, the speedup produced by the former
was similar to that given by the latter, yet it can have execution times 97.77% lower. This
and other results show the advantages of using fuzzy numbers to represent uncertainties in
application demands as well as in using fuzzy optimization for producing schedules. The
efficiency of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler was demonstrated using the two most relevant
metrics in heterogeneous systems: the speedup and the execution time of the scheduler.
The evidence of the advantages of the unique approach introduced in this paper leads
us to conclude that the insertion of the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler in grid middlewares can
yield enhanced performance, since in the operation of real grids, users usually have limited knowledge about their application requirements, although they have stringent QoS
requirements.
One interesting investigation that could be pursued is the integration of fuzzy schedulers
with procedures for self-adjustment of resource allocation. Such an integration might lead
to even more robust schedules, since the schedules provided by the IPDT-FUZZY scheduler
require decreased monitoring and migration overhead, while self-adjusting procedures could
compensate for eventual imprecise scheduling decisions.
The objective of the experiments in this paper was to evaluate the gains of the fuzzy
optimization to deal with uncertainties in grid scheduling, so it was sufficient to compare the
performance of the proposed fuzzy scheduler with its deterministic counterpart, the IPDT
scheduler. An interesting future work is to compare the performance of the IPDT-FUZZY
scheduler with that of other schedulers proposed in the literature, like the HEFT and CPOP
schedulers [41].
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